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-

March 12 – April 9, 2017

Opening reception: March 12, 6 – 8 pm

-

Talion gallery is pleased to announce the opening of “Fact” a solo show by Eri Takayanagi. 

At the same time, the book “Eri Takayanagi” will be issued as the first catalogue of Eri Takayanagi which 

displays the whole activities of Takayanagi about 30 years.   

- 

Eri Takayanagi is the artist who is positioned as beginning of the tendency to use the daily objects, which 

is generalized as one of the styles in contemporary arts after 90s and to emphasize the personal views. 

Through her continuing working style which is described by the artist herself as “feeling my way through 

unknown territory” and “I'll try to do it at the place where anyone does not say whether it is good or bad”, 

Takayanagi keeps showing the most radical and dislocative developments within various expression forms 

such as three dimensions, installations and photographs and so forth.

-

In this exhibition which will be the first solo show at Talion Gallery, through her latest works with three 

dimensions and installations, Takayanagi’ s new compositions and collapse of expressions will be 

suggested, as if our familiar everyday matters slip into the unknown world suddenly. During the exhibition, 

we will hold the talk event inviting the contributors of the catalogue, Mika Kuraya (Chief Curator of the 

Department of Programs Development, The National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo) and Ryo Sawayama 

(Art critic). 

Eri Takayanagi｜Tangible Fact｜2017｜Wood, glue｜ 64 ×175 ×144 mm
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 -
Text: Mika Kuraya, Ryo Sawayama, Eri Takayanagi
Design: Yuzo Kariya + Nao Kakuta / neucitora
 -
Where is the entrance? What has happened? | Move closer, and see it is just a ribbon. | So value that 
unevenness. | In what way do the objects emerging from the container retain their integrity with regard to 
tules, and in what way are they more random? | Natural, or unnatural? | Here there are lines, and both 
sides of lines. A difference that can or cannot be recognized. | Considering the freedom of a particular 
thing also meant thinking about freedom itself. | A form that results only from this series of actions. | Thus 
it is no longer a pipe. | At last I find the sieve and nut and fruit are no longer what they once were. | As if 
we have entered unknown territory, while in the usual familiar room. | A surprise attack on myself. | Just 
when one assumes that this side plays the lead role, another side draws our attention. | A while later, the 
sand had dried, and the mountain had flattened out. Simply disintegrated. | This is a wasteland. | Engag-
ing with “viewing” not simply as a design, nor as meaning. | Jar Overhead. | About harmony, dramatiza-
tion, design. | That moment when one is trying to idintify where to, where, to what, what, verges on seduc-
tive. | A photo is taken of a car. | They are newborn things, isolated. | I tried sitting down several times 
while perusing a book on etiquette. | An irrational interlude, prepared by me. | Taking a wet cloth in my 
hand, I touched it and observed the forms that emerged. | My desire is to satisfy starving perceptions, with 
sinceretity.
Excerpt from texts by Eri Takayanagi]



Eri Takayanagi

Born in Kanagawa, 1962. M.A. Tama Art University. Lives and works in Tokyo.
Recent solo exhibitions include "Unguarded" The Ueno Royal Museum (2014/Tokyo), "Surprise Attack" TIME&-
STYLE MIDTOWN (2013/Tokyo), "Eri Takayanagi : the Exhibition, Agora Musica 1"
Musashino Art University Museum & Library - Fork Art Gallery (2006/Tokyo), "Recent Works 28 Eri Takayanagi" The 
National Museum of Art (2003/Osaka), "Focusing on A New Generation in JAPAN: Statement from 10 Gallery" 
Gallery Lunami (1993/Tokyo). Recent group exhibitions include "Twentieth Anniversary Special MOT Collection 
Chronicle 1995-" Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo (2014/Tokyo), "Et in Arcadia Ego, The Hidden Place Called 
"Sculpture"" Musashino Art University Museum (2013/Tokyo), "Living in the Material World “Things” in Art of the 
20th Century and Beyond" The National Art Center Tokyo (2007/Tokyo), "Reading the Art Museum-Hyokeikan and 
Art of Today" Tokyo National Museum (2001/Tokyo, organized by the National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo), 
"VOCA 1999: The Vision of Contemporary Art 1999" The Ueno Royal Museum (1999/Tokyo), "MOT ANNUAL 1999: 
Modest Radicalism" Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo (1999/Tokyo), "Centrifugal Sculpture-An Aspect of 
Japanese Sculpture in the Last Decade" The National Museum of Art, Osaka (1992/Osaka), “The 10th Hara 
Annual" Hara Museum of Contemporary Art (1990/Tokyo).

Eri Takayanagi｜Mix｜2015｜Paper,acrylic paint｜ 210 × 730 × 40 mm

Eri Takayanagi｜To the Right｜2011｜Plastic bag,crystal｜240 × 210  × 100 mm



Eri Takayanagi｜Free Paper Tubes｜2011｜Five paper tubes｜Dimensions variable

Eri Takayanagi｜Shiba wa｜2001｜Pencil on paper｜203 × 296  mm



Eri Takayanagi｜Ornament set｜2002｜Paperback, origami, wood with layout drawing｜ 155 × 210 × 200 mm

Eri Takayanagi｜COVER｜1999｜Cloth, paper box｜90 × 300 × 260 mm
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[ Exhibition Informations ]
Title                         Fact
Artist                                   Eri Takayanagi
Date      March 12 - April 9, 2017 11 am - 7 pm
      Closed on Monday, Tuesday and Holidays
Venue      TALION GALLERY 
Directed by                           Tsuyoshi Ueda

[ Inquiries ]
TALION GALLERY
Email: info@taliongallery.com  Tel/Fax: +81-3-5927-9858
171-0031 B1 2-2-1 Mejiro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo  URL: www.taliongallery.com


